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Abstract—We study the problem of computing an embedding
of the tuples of a relational database in a manner that is
extensible to dynamic changes of the database. In this problem,
the embedding should be stable in the sense that it should not
change on the existing tuples due to the embedding of newly
inserted tuples (as database applications might already rely
on existing embeddings); at the same time, the embedding of
all tuples, old and new, should retain high quality. This task
is challenging since inter-dependencies among the embeddings
of different entities are inherent in state-of-the-art embedding
techniques for structured data.

We study two approaches to solving the problem. The first is an
adaptation of Node2Vec to dynamic databases. The second is the
FoRWaRD algorithm (Foreign Key Random Walk Embeddings
for Relational Databases) that draws from embedding techniques
for general graphs and knowledge graphs, and is inherently
utilizing the schema and its key and foreign-key constraints.
We evaluate the embedding algorithms using a collection of
downstream tasks of column prediction over geographical and
biological domains. We find that in the traditional static setting,
our two embedding methods achieve comparable results that are
compatible with the state-of-the-art for the specific applications.
In the dynamic setting, we find that the FoRWaRD algorithm
generally outperforms and runs faster than the alternatives, and
moreover, it features only a mild reduction of quality even when
the database consists of more than half newly inserted tuples
after the initial training of the embedding.

Index Terms—Database Embedding, Node2Vec

I. INTRODUCTION

Standard machine learning algorithms assume representa-

tions of their input data as numerical vectors. Applying these

algorithms for the analysis of non-numerical data requires

embeddings of these data into a (typically) finite dimensional

Euclidean vector space. The embedding needs to be “faithful”

to the semantics. In particular, similar entities should be

mapped to vectors that are close geometrically, and vice versa.

In some modalities, the input comes with a useful embedding

to begin with; for example, an image can be represented by

the RGB intensities of its pixels. In others, semantic-aware

embeddings have to be devised, and indeed have been devised,

such as WORD2VEC [34] and RoBERTa [30] for natural

language [27], NODE2VEC [15] and GraphSAGE [19] for

the nodes of a graph, TRANSE [10] and RotatE [46] for

the entities of a knowledge graph, and MOL2VEC [23] for

molecule structures. An approach to evaluating the quality of

a generic embedding technique is via different downstream

tasks: solve a collection of machine-learning tasks by utilizing

machine-learning models that operate over the embedding

(see, e.g., [26], [29]), as illustrated in Figure 1.

Generalizing graph embeddings, generic embeddings have

also been devised for relational databases. Such embeddings

have enabled the deployment of machine-learning architec-

tures to traditional database tasks such as record similar-

ity [7]–[9], [16], [17], record linking [14], [35] and other

integration tasks such as schema, token and record matching

(entity resolution) [11]. The embedded entities are typically

either tuples or attribute values. In this work, we focus on

tuple embeddings. Various approaches have been proposed

for obtaining embeddings in databases. One is to concatenate

predefined embeddings of the attribute values (which are, e.g.,

words or quantities) [14], [35] or permutations over the list

of values [11]. Another approach views the tuples as text

documents and applies word and document embeddings [8].

Cappuzzo, Papotti and Thirumuruganathan [11] studied the ap-

proach of transforming the database into a graph and applying

a node embedding over this graph.

Arguably, an important advantage of the graph approach

to database embedding is that it utilizes information that

should be highly relevant to the semantics of the data and

is freely available in databases: the structure of the data.

This structure includes more than just the tabular form. An

important difference between embedding a single relation and

embedding a full relational database is that the latter entails

considerable semantics via dependencies between relations:

typically, columns in a database store foreign keys, which

have no semantic meaning as atomic values but may have rich

semantic meaning as references to tuples from other relations.

For instance, we can infer considerable information about a

tuple with apparently meaningless values, such as internal

codes, by looking at the tuples that are referenced by this tuple.

Hence, to appropriately capture the semantics of the data,

embedding methods need to incorporate such dependencies.

Yet, we are not aware of any embedding technique that directly

uses the most common way of referencing tuples, namely

foreign-key references. Yet, it has been shown useful in the

general context of machine learning [42], [44]. As we explain

later on, we show here how these can be gracefully utilized

for the sake of high-quality tuple embedding.

Incorporating the database structure, and particularly ref-

erences among tuples, means that the embeddings of tuples

depend upon each other. This leads to new challenges since

the database is often not a static object but rather serves a
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dynamic organization (e.g., with arrival of new customers and

purchases, new patients and patient records, etc.). When new

data arrives, we are in a situation where we have an embedding

for the old tuples but not the new ones. A straightforward

solution to this problem is to reapply the embedding algorithm

from scratch over the new database. This approach, however,

suffers from two main drawbacks. First, it might be compu-

tationally too expensive to compute the embedding over the

entire database upon every tuple arrival. More fundamentally,

reapplying the embedding algorithm is likely to change the

embedding of the old tuples due to the inherent randomness

in most embedding algorithms.

It has been empirically demonstrated [43], [48] that for

many standard node embedding algorithms for graphs, the em-

beddings change considerably even when applied repeatedly to

identical graphs with identical parameter settings. Even worse,

standard downstream classifiers change their predictions for

individual data points when applied to these embeddings [43].

A similar behaviour has been observed earlier for word embed-

dings [3], [21], [28]. Clearly, such an instability, in particular

when it even changes downstream classification results, is hard

to tolerate, even more so if the database changes often and

hence the embedding needs to be updated frequently. However,

we cannot just ignore changes in the database, and we need

to insert new tuples into the embedding as they arrive to keep

the downstream tasks up to date.

The most pragmatic and feasible solution to this dilemma

is to freeze the embedding of the existing tuples in the

database and only compute embeddings for new tuples as

they arrive dynamically. Hence, we address the stable variant

of the problem where the goal is to infer embeddings of

new tuples without changing the embedding of old ones. Of

course, the challenge is to do so while retaining high quality

of the embedding. One may suspect that the performance of

downstream tasks will suffer significantly when based on a

stable embedding of a dynamically changing database. Yet we

demonstrate that with the right embedding algorithms, this is

not the case.

To be more precise, we study the following task that we

refer to as the stable database embedding problem. We need

to devise two algorithms. The first algorithm, applied in the

static phase, takes as input a database D over a schema σ
and learns a tuple embedding γ that maps every fact of D
(i.e., occurrence of a tuple in a certain relation in D) to the

vector space R
k (for some hyperparameter k). Note that this

phase solves the task of static database embedding, that is,

the embedding problem in its traditional sense. The second

algorithm, applied in the dynamic phase, has access to D and

the tuple embedding γ and takes as input a newly arrived tuple

t that is not in D; the goal of this algorithm is to extend γ to

D∪{t} by determining the value γ(t). Importantly, the schema

σ specifies the key and foreign-key constraints that can be used

for understanding the actual foreign-key references that exist

inside the database D and its future evolution.

Since we wish to keep the embedding of the existing tuples

stable (for the aforementioned reasons), deleting tuples from
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Fig. 1. Embedding tuples in a database. Different machine-learning models
for various downstream tasks operate over the same vectors that the tuples
are mapped to by the embedding. The embedding algorithm can utilize the
database structure, particularly the foreign-key references.

a database is not an issue—we simply delete the tuples and

their images under the embedding. This is why we focus

on tuple insertion in our framework and experiments. Of

course, eventually there may be a point where the database

has changed so much that a completely new embedding has

to be computed.

Contribution: We design two main solutions to the stable

database embedding problem. The first is an adaptation of

NODE2VEC, and the second is what we call the FORWARD

algorithm.

a) NODE2VEC adaptation.: The first solution that we

design is based on our adaption of NODE2VEC to relational

database embeddings. We found empirically that this adapta-

tion performs very well for the static embedding problem. For

the stable database embedding problem, we devise a dynamic

version of NODE2VEC that is based on the following idea.

When we extend an existing embedding to new nodes, we

sample relevant paths and continue the training of NODE2VEC

from where it stopped while performing gradient descent only

on the embeddings of new nodes.

b) The FORWARD algorithm.: The second solution we

devise is a new algorithm, FORWARD (Foreign Key Random

Walk Embeddings for Relational Databases), that is inherently

built to accommodate the structure of relational databases

and, importantly, to be extensible to dynamic databases. We

demonstrate experimentally that it performs very well for the

stable database embedding problem, which it was designed for,

as well as the static database embedding problem. FORWARD

draws from node embedding techniques based on random

walks [15], [40] as well as the knowledge graph embedding

algorithm RESCAL [37]. From each tuple in the database we

start random walks in the database by repeatedly following

foreign-key references. We embed tuples of the database

depending on the similarity of the distributions of these walks,

where we measure similarity in terms of a predefined similarity

measures on the attribute values. Crucially, while learning

the embedding of tuples, we also learn a separate similarity

measure for each type (relational scheme) of a walk. This
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similarity is encoded as a matrix describing an inner product.

Once we have learned an initial static embedding, we can

dynamically extend it to each new tuple by essentially solving

a system of linear equations that constrain the distances to the

existing tuples (or a random subset of these).

We describe our experiments over several downstream tasks

of (binary and multi-label) column prediction from multi-

ple benchmark databases over geographical and biological

domains [13], [31], [36], [47]. We show that FORWARD

performs very well even for the static database embedding

problem. On the majority of the benchmarks, both FORWARD

and our static adaptation of NODE2VEC clearly outperform the

state-of-the-art baselines (see Table III).

Regarding the stable database embedding problem, both

dynamic NODE2VEC and FORWARD perform well, though

overall FORWARD shows a superior performance (as we show

in Figure 5 and Table IV). It is also faster than NODE2VEC.

Quite remarkably, the performance of FORWARD turns out

to be rather stable as we add more and more tuples to the

database. Even with 50%, sometimes even 80%, newly added

tuples the drop in accuracy for column prediction is small

(see Figure 5). Combined with the strong performance of

FORWARD for the static embedding problem, this convinc-

ingly shows that FORWARD is a viable solution to the stable

embedding problem.

In summary, our contributions are as follows. First, we

define the problem of stable database embedding. Second, we

devise an adaptation of NODE2VEC to dynamic databases.

Third, we devise the FORWARD algorithm in both its static

and dynamic versions. Fourth, we conduct a thorough experi-

mental evaluation of our algorithms over a collection of tuple

prediction benchmarks.

Organization: The remainder of the paper is organized as

follows. After giving preliminary definitions and notation in

Section II, we define the problem of stable database embed-

ding in Section III. In Section IV we describe our NODE2VEC

adaption, and in Section V the FORWARD algorithm. Finally,

we present our experimental evaluation in Section VI and

conclude in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We focus on databases over schemas with key and foreign-

key constraints. More precisely, a database schema σ consists

of a finite collection of relation schemas R(A1, . . . , Ak) where

R is a distinct relation name and each Ai is a distinct

attribute name. For simplicity, we assume that the attribute

sets of distinct relations are disjoint. Each attribute A is

associated with a domain, denoted dom(A). Each relation

schema R(A1, . . . , Ak) has a unique key, denoted key(R),
such that key(R) ⊆ {A1, . . . , Ak}.

A foreign-key constraint (FK) is an inclusion dependency

of the form R[B] ⊆ S[C] where R and S are relation names,

B = B1, . . . , Bℓ and C = C1, . . . , Cℓ are sequences of

distinct attributes of R and S, respectively, and key(S) =
{C1, . . . , Cℓ}.

A database D over the schema σ is a finite set of facts

R(a1, . . . , ak) over the relation schemas R(A1, . . . , Ak) of

σ, so that ai ∈ dom(Ai) for all i = 1, . . . , k. In addition,

such an ai can be missing, in which case we assume that

it is a distinguished null value (that belongs to none of the

attributes domains) denoted by ⊥. The fact R(a1, . . . , ak) is

also called an R-fact and a σ-fact. We denote by R(D) the

restriction of D to its R-facts. For a fact f = R(a1, . . . , ak)
over R(A1, . . . , Ak), we denote by f [Ai] the value ai, and

by f [B1, . . . , Bℓ] the tuple (f [B1], . . . , f [Bℓ]). For a database

D, the active domain of an attribute A (w.r.t. to D), denoted

adomD(A) or just adom(A) if D is clear from the context, is

the set of values that occur in D for the attribute A, that is,

adom(A) = {f [A] | f ∈ R(D)}.

We require that the database D over σ satisfies the con-

straints of σ. In particular, for the key constraints we require

every two distinct R-facts f1 and f2 must satisfy f1[C] 6=
f2[C] for at least one attribute C ∈ key(R), and both f1[C]
and f2[C] are nonnull. Moreover, for every FK ϕ of the form

R[B] ⊆ S[C] and R-fact f ∈ D, if f [B] has no nulls1 then

there exists an S-fact g ∈ D such that f [B] = g[C]; in this

case, we say that f references g via ϕ (note that f references

precisely one fact via ϕ).

Example 2.1: Figure 2 depicts an example of a movie

database over a schema. The leftmost column of each relation

includes tuple names for later reference, and is not consid-

ered part of the database itself. As conventional, keys are

marked by underlining the key attributes. The FKs of each

relation schema are given under the corresponding relation.

For example, The MOVIES relation has the key constraint

key(MOVIES) = {mid} and the FK MOVIES[studio] ⊆
STUDIO[sid]. The reader can verify that the FK is indeed

satisfied by the database of the figure; for example, s03

is indeed the sid attribute of a fact of STUDIO, namely s3.

Finally, observe that the genre attribute of m3 is missing, that

is, m3[genre] = ⊥. �

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

As explained in the Introduction, the problem of stable

database embedding consists of two tasks.

• Static phase: The goal is to derive an embedding of

the tuples in the traditional sense. Formally, we are

given a database D over a schema σ, and we wish to

compute an embedding function γ : D → R
k for some

hyperparameter k > 0.

• Dynamic phase: Here the goal is to extend the embedding

γ to a new fact f . Formally, we are given a database D
over a schema σ, a precomputed embedding γ : D → R

k

and a new fact f /∈ D. Our goal is to compute a new

embedding γ′ : D ∪ {f} → R
k such that γ′(f ′) = γ(f ′)

for all f ′ ∈ D. Hence, we only need to compute γ′(f).

In the obvious manner, we can generalize the dynamic phase

to a set (batch) {f1, . . . , fℓ} of new facts rather than just a

1Note that we adopt the convention that an FK is ignored in a fact that
includes nulls in one or more of the referencing attributes.
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MOVIES

mid studio title genre budget

m1 m01 s03 Titanic Drama 200M

m2 m02 s01 Inception SciFi 160M

m3 m03 s01 Godzilla ⊥ 150M

m4 m04 s03 Interstellar SciFi 160M

m5 m05 s02 Tropic Thunder Action 90M

m6 m06 s01 Wolf of Wall St. Bio 100M

MOVIES[studio] ⊆ STUDIOS[sid]

ACTORS

aid name worth

a1 a01 DiCaprio 230M

a2 a02 Watanabe 40M

a3 a03 Cruise 600M

a4 a04 McConaughey 140M

a5 a05 Damon 170M

STUDIOS

sid name loc

s1 s01 Warner Bros. LA

s2 s02 Universal LA

s3 s03 Paramount LA

COLLABORATIONS

actor1 actor2 movie

c1 a01 a02 m03

c2 a04 a05 m04

c3 a04 a03 m05

c4 a01 a04 m06

COLLABORATIONS[actor1] ⊆ ACTORS[aid]

COLLABORATIONS[actor2] ⊆ ACTORS[aid]

COLLABORATIONS[movie] ⊆ MOVIES[mid]

Fig. 2. Database example. Key constraints are marked with underline and foreign-key references are specified under the corresponding relations.

single f , and the goal is to extend the embedding to all of the

facts of this set.

The objective is to compute an embedding γ that represents

the data in a way that makes it accessible for data analysis

and machine learning algorithms. To evaluate an embedding

algorithm, we empirically test it against various downstream

learning tasks on the relational data. That is, we take the

embedded data as input for a machine learning algorithm

(e.g., an artificial neural network) and measure how well

it performs. To evaluate the performance of the dynamic

embedding algorithm, we measure the performance not only

over the original database, on which the machine learning

algorithm was trained, but also on the tuples newly added

as the database changes dynamically.

We need to devise two algorithms: one for the static phase

and one for the dynamic phase. Note that these algorithms

might (and actually should) depend on each other: the algo-

rithm for the static phase not only needs to perform well as

a static embedding algorithm, but also allow and enhance the

effectiveness of the algorithm for the dynamic phase.

Example 3.1: Let D′ be the database of Figure 2 and D =
D′ \ c4. Hence, D′ is obtained from D by inserting the fact

c4 = COLLABORATIONS(a01,a04,m06) .

In static phase, for the input D we need to compute a mapping

γ : D → R
k. In the dynamic phase, when inserting c4 into

D we wish to extend γ to c4 by computing γ(c4) without

changing it on the facts of D; for example, γ(c1) and γ(m1)
should remain intact. To determine γ(c4) we can utilize the

semantic knowledge that the new c4 references the existing

a1, a4 and m6. �

IV. DYNAMIC DATABASE EMBEDDINGS BASED ON

NODE2VEC

The first algorithm we propose for the stable database

embedding problem is an adaptation of NODE2VEC, a well-

known algorithm for node embeddings of graphs [15]. In

addition to the original NODE2VEC, we incorporate ideas

from [11], where NODE2VEC was adapted to embedding static

relational databases, and ideas from [32], where NODE2VEC

was adapted for node embeddings of dynamic graphs. A

crucial novelty in our approach is that we incorporate foreign

key constraints by identifying certain nodes in the graph model

of the relational database to which we apply NODE2VEC.

We start with a description of the static embedding algo-

rithm. For the rest of the section, let D be a database of

schema σ. We build a bipartite graph GD such that one side

represents the facts and the other side represents the attribute

values that occur in the facts, as illustrated in Figure 3 for a

fragment of the database of Figure 2. The graph is related

to, but slightly different from the graph in [11]. For each

relation schema R(A1, . . . , Ak) in σ, each attribute Ai, and

each value a of Ai that occurs in R(D), we add a node

u(R,Ai, a) to GD . For each fact f = R(a1, . . . , ak) in R(D)
we add a node v(f) and, for i = 1, . . . , k we add edges

between v(f) and u(R,Ai, ai). So far, the components of the

graph for different relations R,S in σ are disconnected and

completely independent. In a second step, we use the foreign

key constraints to connect these subgraphs. Suppose we have

an FK R[B1, . . . , Bℓ] ⊆ S[C1, . . . , Cℓ]. Then for all i ∈ [ℓ]
and all values a 6= ⊥, we identify the two nodes u(R,Bi, a)
and u(S,Ci, a) if they both exist. Figure 3 illustrates the
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u(STUDIOS, loc,CA)

u(ACTORS,worth,140M)

u(ACTORS, aid,a05)

u(ACTORS, name,Damon)

u(ACTORS,worth,170M)

u(MOVIES,mid,m05)

u(MOVIES, title,Interstellar)

u(STUDIOS, sid,s03)

u(MOVIES, budget,160M)

u(STUDIOS, name, Warner_Bros)

u(ACTORS, aid,a04)

u(ACTORS, name,McConaughey)

v(a5)

v(c2)

v(a4)

v(m4)

v(s3)

Fig. 3. A partial graph of the database in Figure 2.

construction.

Note that we are careful in the way we introduce con-

nections in our graph: if the same value occurs in different

columns or different relations, there is no connection between

the two occurrences, except if they are linked by a foreign

key. To understand why this is the correct way of modeling

the database by a graph, just imagine that in our movie

database of Figure 2 we had a tuple m7 representing a movie

called ”Universal”. Then the occurrence of Universal in

the title column of the MOVIES relation would be completely

independent of the occurrence of Universal in the name

column of the STUDIOS relation. So it is appropriate to

represent these two by distinct nodes in the graph. However,

the occurrence of s01 in the studio column of the MOVIES

relation is referring to the same object as the occurrence of

s01 in the sid column of the STUDIOS relation, and therefore

it is justified to identify the two nodes.

A. Extension to the Dynamic Setting

We now describe our extension of NODE2VEC to the

dynamic setting. Beres et al. [5] suggested an online extension

of NODE2VEC on graphs in the setting where the graph arrives

as a stream of edges, and Mahdavi et al. [32] suggested a

method based on evolving walks generation, in the setting

where the input is a series of graphs that arrive at discrete

timestamps. Neither of these applies directly to the stable

embedding problem, because is does not allow to freeze of

the old embeddings (i.e., in these methods the old embeddings

change when new nodes arrive). Nevertheless, we use similar

ideas as [32].

Our method is based on sampling new walks and continuing

the gradient descent. Suppose we have already trained a node

embedding for the graph GD associated with our current

database D. As a new fact f arrives, we update the graph

to GD′ for the new database D ∪ {f}. Note that the new

nodes in V (GD′) \ V (GD) are v(f) and possibly so nodes

u(R,A, a) for values a in f that have not been present before.

We sample new random walks starting at the new nodes. Then

we train a new NODE2VEC model for GD′ taking the old

model for GD and a random initialization for the new nodes

as the intialization. As we train the new model by standard

gradient descent techniques, we freeze the old nodes and only

update the embedding on the new nodes.

V. THE FORWARD ALGORITHM

We now present our second algorithm for the stable database

embedding problem. Our embedding algorithm will use ran-

dom walks along foreign-key constraints to incorporate the

structure of the database into the embedding, and it will use

kernelized domains to incorporate the semantics of the values

appearing in the facts. Before we describe the algorithm, we

establish the background on random walks and on kernelized

domains in Sections V-A and V-B.

Throughout this section, we fix a database schema σ, and

we always assume that D is a database of schema σ.

A. Random Walks over Database Facts

We consider random walks over database facts, where the

transition from one fact to another follows a pattern (or

scheme) of FK (forward or backward) references. Formally,

a walk scheme is a sequence s of the form

R0[A
0]—R1[B

1] , R1[A
1]—R2[B

2] , . . . (1)

, Rℓ−1[A
ℓ−1]—Rℓ[B

ℓ]

such that for all k = 1, . . . , ℓ, either Rk−1[A
k−1] ⊆ Rk[B

k]
is an FK or Rk[B

k] ⊆ Rk−1[A
k−1] is an FK. We say that s

has length ℓ, that it starts from R0 and that it ends with Rℓ.

Example 5.1: Figure 4 depicts nine walk schemes,

s1, . . . , s9 that start from the ACTOR relation. The reader

can verify that these are all of the walk schemes of length

at most three that start from ACTOR. For illustration, let us

consider the scheme s5 from the figure. In our notation, this

walk scheme is written as

ACTORS[aid]—COLLABORATIONS[actor2],

COLLABORATIONS[movie]—MOVIES[mid] .

Note that s1 ends with COLLABORATIONS while s5 ends with

with MOVIES. �

A walk with the scheme s is a sequence (f0, . . . , fℓ) of facts

such that fk is an Rk-fact and fk−1[A
k−1] = fk[B

k] for all

k = 1, . . . , ℓ. We say that (f0, . . . , fℓ) starts from, or has the

source, f0, and that it ends with, or has the destination, fℓ.
Example 5.2: Continuing our example, consider again

the walk scheme s5 of Figure 4. Starting at the fact a1 of

Figure 2, there are two walks that follow the scheme s5,

namely (a1, c1,m3) and (a1, c4,m6). �

Note that we allow walk schemes and walks of length zero.

For each relation R there is a scheme of length zero that starts

and ends in R. The walks of this scheme have the form (f0)
and simply end directly at the start fact f0 in R.
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Let s be a walk scheme as written in (1). By a random walk

with the scheme s we refer to the walk obtained by uniformly

selecting the next valid fact in the walk. More formally, let

f0 = f be an R0-fact. We denote by W(f, s) the distribution

over the walks with the walk scheme s where each walk is

sampled by starting from f0 and then iteratively selecting

fk, for k = 1, . . . , ℓ, randomly and uniformly from the set

{f ∈ Rk | f [Bk] = fk−1[A
k−1]}. We denote by df,s the

random variable/element that maps each walk in W(f, s) to

its destination, that is, the last fact in the walk. Then for a fact

g ∈ Rk(D), the probability that a walk sampled from W(f, s)
ends with g is Pr(df,s = g). Observe that for every attribute A
of Rk we get the random variable df,s[A] that forms the value

of the random walk’s destination in the attribute A. Given a

start fact f0 in the start relation R0 of walk scheme s, one

can compute the distribution df,s through a simple breadth

first search along the sequence of foreign keys specified by s.
Example 5.3: Recall from Example 5.2 that the walks

(a1, c1,m3) and (a1, c4,m6) are the only two walks that

follow the scheme s5 (Figure 4) and start from a1 (Fig-

ure 2). Therefore, for the random variable da1,s5 it holds

that Pr(da1,s5 = m3) = 0.5 and Pr(da1,s5 = m6) = 0.5.

Moreover, we have the following.

Pr(da1,s5 [budget] = 150M) = 0.5

Pr(da1,s5 [budget] = 100M) = 0.5

Pr(da1,s5 [genre] = Bio) = 1.0

Hence, each of da1,s5 [budget] and da1,s5 [genre] indeed de-

fines a distribution over attribute values. �

Recall that databases (in real life and in our formal frame-

work) may have missing values. A random walk starting at f
might end at a fact Rℓ-fact g which has no known value for an

attribute A of Rℓ. Therefore, the random variable df,s[A] can

in theory assume the value ⊥ 6∈ dom(A). As a convention, we

define the probability distribution of df,s[A] as the posterior

distribution after df,s[A] 6= ⊥ is known. With this modification

we enforce df,s[A] ∈ dom(A). This will be crucial in Section

V-B, where we define similarity measures for df,s[A] based on

dom(A). If all walks from f with scheme s end at facts g with

g[A] = ⊥, then df,s[A] does not exist and is not considered

by FORWARD. This also includes the case where no walks

with scheme s exist from start f .

B. Kernelized Domains

In addition to the structural information carried by the

foreign-key random walks described in the previous section,

our embeddings are based on similarities between values

occurring in the tuples. Formally, we assume that these similar-

ities are given by kernels. For every attributeA occurring in the

database schema σ we assume that we have a symmetric binary

function κA mapping pairs of elements from dom(A) to the

nonnegative reals. Intuitively, κA(a, b) measures the similarity

between elements a, b ∈ dom(A). Formally, κA needs to

satisfy certain properties that turn it into a kernel function.

This means that there is an embedding αA : dom(A) → HA,

where HA is a Hilbert space, that is, a (possibly infinite) vector

space with an inner product, which we denote by 〈·, ·〉, and

κA is defined by κA(a, b) = 〈αA(a), αA(b)〉. Importantly, the

mapping αA is only implicit, our algorithms only need access

to the kernel function κA. For details on kernels, we refer the

reader to [45, Chapter 16], [22].

For many natural domains, such a kernel function can be

obtained by standard embedding techniques. For examples, we

can use word embeddings, possibly tailored towards specific

applications, for natural language domains [27], or molecule

embeddings in the case of a domain of molecules [23]. For

numerical domains, we can use a Gaussian kernel κ(a, b) =
exp

(

−(a− b)2/2υ
)

for some ”variance” υ > 0. As a fallback,

we can always use the equality kernel defined by κ(a, a) = 1
and κ(a, b) 6= 0 for a 6= b. We would typically use the equality

kernel for finite categorical domains and domains consisting

of identifiers, which have no semantic meaning.

Kernel functions offer a straightforward way of encoding

domain knowledge by modeling the similarity of the domain

values. Kernels are also helpful when dealing with noisy data.

For example, on text, kernels based on the edit distance can

be used to smooth out random typos. In the following we use

these kernel functions to define similarity measures for the

random variables df,s[A].

Let s be a walk scheme of length ℓ from R to R′. Let

A be an attribute of R′ and let f and f ′ be two distinct R-

facts. Under our assumption, df,s[A] and df ′,s[A] are random

variables over a shared kernelized domain dom(A). We utilize

this to quantify the similarity between df,s[A] and df ′,s[A]
with respect to the underlying kernel κA. To this end we define

the Expected Kernel Distance KD is the expected distance

between two random values selected independently at random:

KD(ds,f [A],ds,f ′ [A])= E
W(f,s)×W(f ′,s)

[κA(ds,f [A],ds,f ′ [A])] (2)

C. Embedding

Let us now describe our static embedding algorithm. Recall

that D denotes a database of schema σ. We describe how to

embed the tuples of a single relation R(D); of course we can

then apply the method to embed all relations in D. So our

goal is to compute a vector embedding ϕ : R(D) 7→ R
d of

dimension d ∈ N. Intuitively, FORWARD embeddings aim

to model the similarity of the random walk destinations ds,f
for all R-facts f and all walk schemes s starting from R of

length up to a certain walk length ℓmax. Formally, we define

T (R, ℓmax) as the set of all pairs (s, A) such that s is a walk

scheme of length at most ℓmax starting from R, and A is an

attribute of the destination R′ of s that is not involved in

any foreign-key constraints. Together with ϕ we compute an

auxiliary embedding ψ : T (R, ℓmax) → R
d×d that maps each

pair (s, A) to a symmetric matrix ψ(s, A).

Ideally, our goal is to find ϕ, ψ satisfying

ϕ(f)⊤ψ(s, A)ϕ(f ′) = KD(ds,f [A], ds,f ′ [A]) (3)
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Fig. 4. All walk schemes of length at most three, for the database schema of Figure 2, that start from the Actor relation.

for all f, f ′ ∈ R(D) and (s, A) ∈ T (R, ℓmax). Usually, we

will not be able to achieve this. Instead, we aim at jointly

minimising
∣

∣ϕ(f)⊤ψ(s, A)ϕ(f ′)− KD(ds,f [A], ds,f ′ [A])
∣

∣ (4)

for all f, f ′, s, A. Then the embedding ϕ is the primary output

of FORWARD.

Essentially, what we do here is learn an inner product

〈·, ·〉S,A on the latent space of the embedding ϕ defined by

〈x, y〉S,A = x⊤ψ(s, A)y for all s and A, and we try to find

a ϕ such that the similarity of facts f and f ′ with respect to

this inner product matches the similarity between the random

variables df,s[A] and df ′,s[A] with respect to the underlying

kernel κRℓ.A. The idea of learning auxiliary inner products (or

their matrices) jointly with the actual embedding goes back to

the knowledge graph embedding algorithm RESCAL [37].

It remains to describe the optimisation procedure that we

use for minimising (4).

D. Optimization

We utilize gradient descent to optimize FORWARD em-

beddings. That is, the embeddings ϕ and ψ are initialized

randomly and then stochastic gradient descend is used to

minimize the ℓ2-loss of the objective in Equation 4.

During training, we sample a large number of tuples of the

form (f, f ′, s, A, g, g′). Here, f and f ′ are R facts from the

database and (s, A) ∈ T (R, ℓmax). The Rℓ facts g and g′ are

the destinations of random walks with scheme s sampled for f
and f ′, respectively. To this end, we specify a hyperparameter

nsamples ∈ N. For each R-fact f and each (s, A) ∈ T (R, ℓmax)
for which ds,f [A] exists we uniformly sample nsamples of the

form (f, f ′, s, A, g, g′) with f ′ 6= f . If the total number of

such samples is less than nsamples, then we just use all samples

without duplicates. Using these samples, we minimize the

following term with stochastic gradient descent:

L =
1

2
|ϕ(f)⊤ψ(s, A)ϕ(f ′)− κRℓ.A(g[A], g

′[A])|2. (5)

This objective uses the value κRℓ.A(g[A], g
′[A]) as a (stochas-

tic) estimate of KD(ds,f [A], ds,f ′ [A]). This procedure avoids

computing KD(ds,f [A], ds,f ′ [A]) explicitly, which would be

prohibitive in large databases.

E. Extending Embeddings to New Tuples

We consider the situation where a new R-fact fnew is

inserted into the database D, and our goal is to extend the

existing embedding ϕ over D to incorporate fnew. Hence, our

goal is to determine the vector ϕ(fnew) ∈ R
d.

Let fold be an R-fact such that the embedding ϕ(fold) ∈
R

d is already known and let (s, A) ∈ T (R, ℓmax). Then

ψ(s, A) ∈ R
d×d is a known matrix (that we referred to in

Equation (3)). We wish for our new embedding ϕ(fnew) to

satisfy the objective in Equation (3) with respect to f = fnew

and f ′ = fold:

ϕ(fnew)
⊤ · ψ(s, A) · ϕ(fold)

!
= KD(ds,fold

[A], ds,fnew
[A]) (6)

Hence, we obtain a linear equation ϕ(fnew)
⊤ ·c = y where c ∈

R
d and y ∈ R are known. If we stack these linear equations for

many choices of (f ′, s, A), then we obtain an overdetermined

system of linear equations that we can (approximately) solve

for ϕ(fnew).
We randomly sample a sufficiently large number of such

triples. In particular, we sample nnew
samples ∈ N distinct samples

for each (s, A) ∈ T (R, ℓmax) where nnew
samples is a hyperparam-

eter. Let k be the total number of drawn samples and let

(fi, si, Ai) be the i-th sample with i ∈ [k]. We define the

matrix C ∈ R
k×d such that

Ci = ψ(si, Ai) · ϕ(fi). (7)

Define b ∈ R
k to be the vector with

bi = KD(dsi,fi [Ai], dsi,fnew
[Ai]). (8)

To obtain a new embedding for fnew we solve for

C · ϕ(fnew) = b. (9)

Thus, we can infer embeddings for novel data simply by

solving systems of linear equations. Note that we aim to find

an approximate solution, since there are no exact solution

for overdetermined linear systems in general. Any standard

method for solving such systems can be applied. In our case,

we use the pseudoinverse C+ of C to obtain a solution that

is optimal in the Euclidean norm:

ϕ(fnew) = C+ · b (10)
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F. Hyperparameters

The main hyperparameters are the embedding dimension d,

the maximum walk length ℓmax and the number of samples

nsamples, as described in Section V-D. When extending a

FORWARD embedding to new tuples nnew
samples is an additional

hyperparameter. The batch size, learning rate and number

of epochs of the gradient descent training are additional

parameters. The domain kernels κR.A for each domain can

also be viewed as hyperparameters. However, most common

data types allow for simple default choices.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We now describe our experimental study. The goal of this

study is to evaluate the quality of the embeddings produced,

in both the static phase and (more importantly) the dynamic

phase. Our quality evaluation is via a collection of downstream

tasks of tuple classification. (We can also view the tuple-

classification task as column prediction, where the class of the

tuple can be seen as a new column.) We focus on databases

that involve multiple relations, and particularly relations that

are not the target of the downstream tasks; yet these relations

can be used as context for inferring embeddings, as we do

in our proposed embedding FORWARD. We first describe

the downstream tasks (Section VI-A), the compared methods

(Section VI-B), and the general runtime setup (Section VI-C).

We then describe our experiments on the static setting (Sec-

tion VI-D) and the dynamic setting (Section VI-E). Finally we

discuss the execution times of the algorithms (Section VI-F)

and the main conclusions of the experimental section (Sec-

tion VI-G).

A. Datasets and Tasks

We now describe the datasets (tasks) of our experiments.

The information on the structure of the datasets is summarized

in Table I. Each dataset is a database of multiple relations,

where one relation contains an attribute that we wish to

predict. Hereafter, we refer to this relation as the prediction

relation. Note that neither FORWARD nor NODE2VEC see

the predicted attribute during training.

1) Hepatitis: This database is from the 2002 ECML/PKDD

Discovery Challenge.2 We use the modified version of Neville

et al. [36]. The goal in this task is to predict the type column,

which is either Hepatitis B or Hepatitis C based on medical

examinations. There are in total 206 instances of the former

and 484 cases of the latter. The relation with the predicted

column contains, in addition to the type classification, the age,

sex and identifier of the patient. The other relations contain the

rest of the medical data. The dataset contains seven relations

with a total of 26 attributes and 12,927 tuples.

2) Mondial: This dataset contains information from multi-

ple geographical resources [33]. We predict the religion of a

country. There are 114 countries classified as Christian and 71

as non-Christian. The prediction is based on a variety of fields

such as the language, population, geography, and government

2https://sorry.vse.cz/∼berka/challenge/PAST/

of the country. The target relation, where we predict a column,

is binary—it contains only the name of the country and the

(predicted) classification. The dataset contains 40 different

relations with a total of 167 attributes and 21,497 tuples. We

use the whole database and use the TARGET relation as the

prediction relation as previously done by Bina et al. [6].

3) Genes: This dataset is from the KDD 2001 competi-

tion [12], and contains data from genomic and drug-design

applications. We predict the localization of the gene, based on

biological data, with 15 different labels. The prediction relation

contains only the class and an identifier for the gene, while

the rest contain the biological data such as the function, gene

type, cellular location and the expression correlation between

different genes. The dataset contains 3 relations with a total of

15 attributes and 6,063 tuples. We remove two tuples which

have a unique class to prevent split in-balances during cross-

validation.

4) Mutagenesis: This dataset contains data on the muta-

genicity of molecules on Salmonella typhimurium [13]. We

predict the mutagenicity (the mutagenic attribute) of the

molecules, based on chemical properties of the molecule, with

122 positive samples and 63 negative samples. The prediction

relation contains the binary class, molecule ID, and some

of the chemical data, while the other relations contain more

chemical data and information about the relations between the

molecules. The dataset contains 3 relations with a total of

14 attributes and 10,324 tuples. Note that we do not use any

external features, in contrast to some past methods for this

dataset [31] that we revisit later on.

5) World: This dataset contains data on states and their

cities. We predict the continent of a country with 7 different

labels. The prediction is based on general data on the country

such as population, GNP, Capital city and information on the

spoken languages and cities. The dataset contains 3 relations,

with a total of 24 attributes and 5,411 tuples.

B. Compared Methods

We compare between the following alternatives.

• S.o.A.: These are state-of-the-art methods that solve the

multi-relational classification problem without using an

embedding, such as multi-relational decision trees and

forests [4], [6], multi-relational Bayes nets [42] and In-

ductive Logic Programming (ILP) [31], [50]. This applies

only to the static experiment.

• N2V: In the static phase, this is the NODE2VEC method,

with our own implementation that is based on the original

paper. In the dynamic phase, we use our adaption of

NODE2VEC described in Section IV-A

• FWD: FORWARD embeddings, as defined in Section V.

In the next section, we discuss the implementation of the N2V

and FORWARD variants.

In all datasets and experiments, we have a full separation

between the embedding process and the downstream task. This

means that we generate the embedding independently from

the task (as opposed to training for the task), and then use

these embeddings as the input to a downstream classifier (that

8
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TABLE I
INFORMATION ABOUT THE STRUCTURE OF THE DATASETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS.

Dataset Prediction Rel. Prediction Attr. #Samples #Relations #Tuples #Attributes

Hepatitis Dispat type 500 7 12927 26

Genes Classification localization 862 3 6063 15

Mutagenesis Molecule mutagenic 188 3 10324 14

World Country continent 239 3 5411 24

Mondial Target target 206 40 21497 167

sees only the embeddings and none of the other database

information).

Specifically, we train and apply an SVM classifier (Scikit-

learn’s SVC implementation) as the downstream machine-

learning architecture, in both experiments. Performance as-

sessment is conducted via k-fold cross validation with k = 10
folds.

C. Experimental Setup

1) Implementation: We implemented NODE2VEC on our

own based on its original publication [15]. For the state-of-

the-art results (S.o.A.) we used the reported numbers. Both

NODE2VEC and FORWARD (in both static and dynamic

versions) are implemented in Python using PyTorch [38],

Numpy [20] for the numerical operations, Scikit-learn [39] for

the downstream classifiers and validation, and NetworkX [18]

for the graph implementations. The code is publicly available

on GitHub3.

Note that in the FORWARD implementation we embed only

the relation that contains the tuples that we wish to classify.

We use the default kernels in all of our experiments: Gaussian

distance for numbers, and equality for all other data types.

2) Hyperparameters: The hyperparameters of the FOR-

WARD and NODE2VEC implementations are listed in Ta-

ble II. Note that we use different hyperparameters for the

Genes dataset, since the distribution of values between the

relations is different compared to the rest of the datasets. In

the dynamic experiment the number of epochs for the second

3https://github.com/toenshoff/DynamicDBEmbedding

TABLE II
HYPERPARAMETERS IN THE FORWARD IMPLEMENTATIONS. IN THE

GENES DATASET WE USE #SAMPLES OF 1,000, BATCH SIZE OF 10,000,
AND 10 EPOCHS.

Alg. Param. Value

FORWARD

embedding dim. (k) 100
#samples (nsamples) 5,000
batch size 50,000
max walk len. (ℓmax) 1–3
#epochs 5–10

NODE2VEC

embedding dim. 100
#walks per node 40
#steps per walk 30
context window 5
#neg/#pos samples 20
batch size 40,000
#epochs 10

training phase of NODE2VEC was set to 5 and nnew
samples was

set to 2500 for all FORWARD runs.

3) Hardware: We run the experiments on a server with 1

Intel i7 processor, 64 GB RAM, and an Nvidia RTX 2070

GPU. We utilize the GPU in all methods to achieve better

runtimes.

D. Results for Static Database Embeddings

Table III summarizes the results for the static case. Also

note that for each of the ten folds, we train a new embedding.

Hence, to account for the randomness of both the folds and

the embeddings, we report the standard deviation (±x) next to

each number. Note that the embedding methods always see the

full database, and the downstream classifier uses the different

splits. For the state-of-the-art (S.o.T.), we use the reported

results from the publications that we mention in the table.

As can be seen in Table III, both our methods perform better

than the state-of-the-art methods on most datasets and are

competitive with dataset-specific methods even without using

external knowledge. Furthermore, the experiment shows that

the embeddings produced with FORWARD are as good as the

embeddings produced by the NODE2VEC based algorithm for

static classification.

We also offer some interesting insights about the algorithms:

First, NODE2VEC preforms better on Hepatitis and World -

two datasets where most of the information lays in categorical

data. This is in-fact expected as the graph that is used by

NODE2VEC encodes this data very well. Second, the standard

TABLE III
ACCURACY FOR STATIC CLASSIFICATION, INCLUDING STANDARD

DEVIATION (±). S.O.A. STANDS FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART, WHERE WE

TAKE THE BEST RESULT VIA A GENERAL (NON-DATASET-SPECIFIC)
METHOD.

Task FORWARD N2V S.o.A.

Hepatitis
84.20%
±4.94

93.60%

±2.5
84.00%(∗)

[6]

Genes
97.91%
±0.87

97.19%
±1.25

85.00%
[4]

Mutagenesis
90.00%

±7.96
88.23%
±4.56

91.00%(∗∗)

[50]

World
85.83%
±5.34

94.00%

±4.4
77.00%

[50]

Mondial
80.95%
±6.73

77.62%
±5.24

85%
[42]

(∗) 95% achieved in a method specific for the Hepatitis dataset [2].

(∗∗) 96% achieved in a method specific for the Mutagenesis dataset [31].
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Fig. 5. Results for the dynamic experiment - baseline is the accuracy of guessing the most common class. We report the accuracy as a function of the
percentage of new tuples.

deviations of all methods are on the same scale in all datasets.

Third, both NODE2VEC and FORWARD excel at the Genes

dataset, managing to capture the database’s structure almost

perfectly. Generally, both methods are competitive with the

state-of-the-art in all of our datasets.

All in all, we can conclude that both NODE2VEC and

FORWARD achieve very good results on these datasets, and

that the structure of the database affects the quality of the

embeddings - and both manage to capture the structure very

well.

E. Results for Dynamic Database Embeddings

1) Experiment Description: In this experiment we aim to

measure how well we can produce new embeddings when new

data arrives. We test that by splitting the database into two

parts and treat the first part as the static database, and the other

part as the new data that arrives. The experiment is comprised

of five steps:

1) Partition all facts of the database into two sets Fold

and Fnew. The facts in Fnew are then removed from the

database.

2) Train an embedding only on the static part of the split.

3) Label the vectors in this embedding using the correct

class labels and train a downstream classifier on these

labelled data.

4) Add the facts from from Fnew back to the database to

simulate the arrival of new data. Generate new embed-

dings for these new facts.

5) Evaluate the trained classifier only on the embeddings

of “new” data.

It is important to note that, by (5), the accuracy results we

obtain refer exclusively to new data added after the embedding

was trained.

The first question that arises is how to split the data in a

way that simulates a real-life scenario. In real-world scenarios,
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TABLE IV
ACCURACY AND STANDARD DEVIATION (±) FOR THE DYNAMIC EXPERIMENT WITH A RATIO OF 10% NEW TUPLES. WE REPORT RESULTS FOR BOTH THE

ALL-AT-ONCE EMBEDDING EXTENSION AND THE ONE-BY-ONE SETUP

All at Once One by One

Task NODE2VEC FORWARD NODE2VEC FORWARD

Hepatitis 93.34%± 2.70 82.20%± 4.94 92.60%± 2.37 84.20%± 5.02

Genes 94.50% ± 1.89 97.91%± 0.87 96.20%± 0.78 98.49%± 0.53

Mutagenesis 87.58% ± 7.80 90.00%± 6.84 87.89%± 7.82 89.47%± 6.66

World 91.25%± 4.95 87.50%± 3.73 94.58%± 4.58 77.08%± 5.67

Mondial 77.62% ± 6.75 80.00%± 7.32 76.67%± 7.20 80.47%± 7.20

TABLE V
EXECUTION TIMES (IN SECONDS) TO COMPUTE STATIC EMBEDDINGS

WITH NODE2VEC AND FORWARD.

Task NODE2VEC FORWARD

Hepatitis 189 540

Genes 78 204

Mutagenesis 166 230

World 219 440

Mondial 462 810

new facts tend to arrive in batches that are distributed across

all relations. For our example database from Figure 2, a new

fact that is added to the MOVIES relation may be accompanied

by new actors or new collaborations that are also added to the

database. In our experiments we would like to simulate this

behavior, where the new facts that arrive are are semantically

related. Note that such a setup is more challenging than a

simple random partition, since the new facts are less connected

to the old data.

Formally, we compute the partition as follows. We first

partition the prediction table according to a specified ratio

of old and new tuples. This split is randomly chosen and

stratified, i.e. the classes of the downstream task are (roughly)

equally distributed in both partitions. We then iteratively

remove the new tuples from the prediction relation in a

random order. We remove each tuple with an “On Delete

Cascade” deletion, which will automatically fix the foreign-

key constraints throughout the database. In particular, data

that is only referenced by the tuple that is being deleted is

also removed from the database. The tuples that remain after

these deletions form Fold while the deleted tuples form Fnew.

Example 6.1: Consider again the database of Figure 2 and

suppose that our prediction relation is COLLABORATIONS. If

we remove the fact c1, then we will also remove the fact

m4 (Interstellar) from the MOVIES relation, and the tuple a2
(Watanabe) from the ACTORS relation. Note that we will not

remove a1 (DiCaprio) as it is still connected to non-removed

facts in other relations (specifically, it is connected to c4 in

the COLLABORATIONS relation). �

After computing the initial embedding of Fold we add the

facts of Fnew back to the database and extend the embedding

to this new data. By default, we add the deleted facts from

the prediction table one-by-one in the inverse order of their

deletion. With each new tuple in the prediction table we also

add all the referenced tuples that were removed in the “On

Delete Cascade” deletion. We then extend the embedding

to these new tuples before the next tuple is added to the

prediction table. Note that in this setting we do not recompute

the paths starting at the old tuples, neither for NODE2VEC

nor for FORWARD. The distribution of paths originating at

the old tuples is changing as new data is added. However,

recomputing these paths for each new tuple would slow down

both methods substantially.

Additionally, we also study the case where all new tuples

are added at once. We refer to this as a all-at-once embedding

extension. In this setting we do recompute paths in the old

data, since this only needs to be done once.

In our experiment we vary the ratio of old and new facts to

understand how the relative amount of data effects the quality

of the induced embeddings for the new data. For each tested

ratio, we run the experiment 10 times with different partitions

of the database. We measure the evaluation accuracy of the

downstream classifier on the new data and the corresponding

standard deviation across the 10 runs.

2) Results: Figure 5 provides the accuracies achieved in the

one-by-one extension of the embeddings. We omit the results

of the all-at-once extension in this figure, as the accuracy

results are very similar in both versions. The term “baseline”

here means the accuracy obtained by always predicting the

most common class. Both FORWARD and NODE2VEC have

similar performance and are able to produce useful embed-

dings for new tuples. As the percentage of new data increases

the performance of both methods tends to decrease. However,

this decrease is fairly slow and only becomes more significant

when over 50% of the data is removed.

Table IV compares the two methods in both experimental

setups (all-at-once vs one-by-one). Here, we look at the

specific scenario where 10% of tuples are new data. Recall

that in the all-at-once setup we do recompute paths for all

tuples prior to extending the embedding to the new data. This

is not done in the one-by-one experiment. One would expect

the performance of both methods to be better in the all-at-

once setup, since it takes into account paths which start at old

tuples and traverse new data. This information is otherwise

neglected. Surprisingly, the results are very similar in both

setups. Only on the World dataset FORWARD achieves a

significantly lower accuracy in the one-by-one setting when
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE TIME (IN SECONDS) TO EMBED (TRAINING AND INFERRING) A NEW TUPLE FOR NODE2VEC AND FORWARD.

All at Once One by One

Task NODE2VEC FORWARD NODE2VEC FORWARD

Hepatitis 0.265 0.620 0.679 0.111

Genes 0.062 0.176 0.173 0.079

Mutagenesis 0.650 0.280 0.764 0.134

World 0.640 0.733 0.283 0.149

Mondial 1.550 1.090 1.710 0.385

compared to the all-at-once embedding extension. Otherwise,

the results are only marginally worse or even slightly better

when adding tuples one-by-one without recomputing paths for

old data.

Overall, we observe that both FORWARD and NODE2VEC

empirically achieve the goal of producing viable embeddings

for new data, while keeping the old embeddings intact. In most

of the datasets, the accuracy is almost as good as the static

case, even when up to 50% of the data is new.

F. Execution Times

Here, we compare FORWARD’s execution times to that of

NODE2VEC in both the static and dynamic phases. Table V

reports the runtime for the static classification. We observe that

NODE2VEC is faster than FORWARD on all of the datasets.

Finally, we are also interested in the average time for

generating an embedding for a newly arrived tuple, looking

at both versions of the dynamic experiment. The results are

shown in Table VI. The reported numbers are the average

time (in seconds) that it takes to embed a newly-arrived tuple

- we already have the embedding for the old tuples, and we

measure only how much time it takes to train and infer a

new embedding for the new tuple. Note that these numbers

change dramatically from one dataset to another, as according

to the experiment each new tuple in the classification relation

is also accompanied by new tuples from other relations, thus

the structure of the database affects the execution time. In the

all-at-once setting, neither method is consistently faster than

the other. In the ‘one-by-one setting, where new tuples arrive

iteratively, FORWARD is significantly faster than NODE2VEC

across all datasets. Note that this is expected, because for

NODE2VEC we have to re-train the embedding using gradient

descent for every new tuple that arrives, where as for FOR-

WARD we only have to solve a system of linear equations.

This insight was essential in the design of FORWARD.

G. Conclusions

We offer some final conclusions regarding the experiments.

First, the tested methods all provide good tuple embeddings

in the static setting, across all datasets, competing with the

state-of-the-art methods.

Second, in the dynamic phase both NODE2VEC and FOR-

WARD give good embeddings even when more than half of

the data is new.

Finally, which method performs best strongly depends on

the database. Both NODE2VEC and FORWARD can signifi-

cantly outperform the other method respectively.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We studied the stable database embedding problem, that is,

the problem of computing vector embeddings of dynamically

changing databases where the embedding of tuples remains

stable once they have been added to the database. Past

techniques for the static database embedding problem are

not designed for dynamic database embedding. We propose

two algorithmic solutions to this problem, an adaptation of

the node embedding algorithm NODE2VEC for graphs and a

new algorithm forward FORWARD. Both of our embedding

methods incorporate the structure of the entire databases with

relations linked by foreign key constraints, while previous

embedding methods focus on embedding single relations. Our

experiments with a variety of downstream tasks demonstrate

that both methods perform surprisingly well even as large parts

of the database have changes in the dynamic process, with a

slight edge for the FORWARD method in the dynamic setting.

In future work, it will be important to study the performance

of our embedding algorithm with respect to downstream

machine-learning tasks other than column prediction: record

linking [14], [35], entity resolution [11], [24], data imputa-

tion [25], [49], data cleaning [1], [41], [49] and so on.

We argued in the Introduction that tuple deletion is a

trivial operation in our dynamic setup where we preserve the

embedding of existing tuples. This is why we focused on tuple

insertions. However, there is a subtle issue about deletions that

poses interesting questions somewhat orthogonal to what we

study here. When deleting a tuple t− and the corresponding

point from the embedding, we do not delete all information

about t−, since the existence of the tuple had impact on how

the other tuples were embedded. This has consequences for

privacy considerations. For instance, if a user wants to be

deleted from a database, then all information about the user

must be deleted; this may even be a legal requirement. For this,

the embedding of the remaining tuples needs to be adapted.

Rather than re-computing the whole embedding, we may try

to find a minimal set of changes that removes all information

about the deleted tuple, but keeps the overall embedding intact.
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